
 

ARM STRENGTHENING PROGRAM - Bands 
 
 

Resistance Band Exercises (2 sets, 10 reps, 15 seconds in between) 
Use a band weight that challenges you to get through 10 reps. If you can get thru 10 without stressing, 
move up a weight.  If you can’t complete 6-8 without failing, move down a weight. 

 
1. Internal Rotation: If using right arm, stand with right side perpendicular to wall/pole 

a) Attach band to fence or pole at Elbow height. 
b) Place glove under elbow 
c) Elbow at 90 degrees 
d) Stand far enough away from the wall to have tension on the band 
e) Hold band with palm facing away from you 
f) Bring palm to belly button—SLOW AND CONTROLLED 
g) Return to start—SLOW AND CONTROLLED 

2. External Rotation: If using right arm, stand with left side to fence/pole 
a) Place glove under elbow 
b) Elbow at 90 degrees 
c) Stand far enough away from the wall to have tension on the band 
d) Hold band with palm facing your belly button 
e) Pull band away from pole, keeping your body still—SLOW AND CONTROLLED 
f) Return to start—SLOW AND CONTROLLED 

3. Internal Rotation at 90 degrees 
a) Reattach band to fence or pole at shoulder height. 
b) Stand with back towards the pole, with elbow in line with band/attachment point 
c) Elbow and shoulder at 90 degrees, palm facing forward 
d) Keeping your elbow still, pull hand down even with shoulder height—SLOW AND 

CONTROLLED 
e) Return to start—SLOW AND CONTROLLED 

4. Grab Apples: if using your right hand, stand with right side to fence/pole 
a) Reattach band to fence or pole as high as you can reach on your toes. 
b) Band should be above hand level when arm is raised overhead 
c) Start with palm facing forward, arm straight 
d) Pull down diagonally towards opposite hip; palm with face hip at end of motion—ARM 

STRAIGHT 
e) Return to start—ARM STRAIGHT, SLOW AND CONTROLLED 

5. Grab Sword: If using your right hand, stand with left side to fence/pole 
a) Reattach band to ground level 
b) Band should be below hand level when hand is by hip 
c) Start with palm facing towards your body 
d) Pull the band up towards opposite side of body, palm with face forward at the end of 

motion—ARM STRAIGHT SLOW AND CONTROLLED 
e) Return to start—ARM STRAIGHT, SLOW AND CONTROLLED 
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